Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the **KEY WORD** given. **Do not change the KEY WORD given.** You must use **between two and five words** including the key word.

You should telephone her. **SPEAK**
You should .............................................................. on the telephone.

My house is near John’s. **CLOSE**
John’s ................................................................. to mine.

I gave her my address. **WHERE**
I ................................................................. live.

Your brakes are faulty. **WRONG**
There’s ................................................................. brakes.

The population of India is increasing. **PEOPLE**
The ................................................................. is still increasing.

You should join the football club. **MEMBER**
You should ................................................................. the football team.

I didn’t expect to win. **THINK**
I ................................................................. win.

The firemen had to break the door down. **NECESSARY**
It ................................................................. to break the door down.

I’ve never eaten walnuts before. **TIME**
It’s ................................................................. eaten walnuts.

Anthony travelled to Spain. **JOURNEY**
Anthony ................................................................. to Spain.

After the storm the repairs to my house cost me £200. **HAVE**
It cost me £200 ................................................................. after the storm.

The books were so dear that I couldn’t afford them. **EXPENSIVE**
The books were ................................................................. to buy.

Mary knows a lot of people in France. **ACQUAINTANCES**
Mary ................................................................. in France.
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the KEY WORD given. **Do not change the KEY WORD given.** You must use **between two and five words** including the key word.

You should telephone her. **SPEAK**
You should ____________________________ on the telephone.

My house is near John’s. **CLOSE**
John’s ____________________________ to mine.

I gave her my address. **WHERE**
I ____________________________ live.

Your brakes are faulty. **WRONG**
There’s ____________________________ brakes.

The population of India is increasing. **PEOPLE**
The ____________________________ is increasing.

You should join the football club. **MEMBER**
You should ____________________________ the football team.

I didn’t expect to win. **THINK**
I ____________________________ win.

The firemen had to break the door down. **NECESSARY**
It ____________________________ to break the door down.

I’ve never eaten walnuts before. **TIME**
It’s ____________________________ eaten walnuts.

Anthony travelled to Spain. **JOURNEY**
Anthony ____________________________ to Spain.

After the storm the repairs to my house cost me £200. **HAVE**
It cost me £200 ____________________________ after the storm.

The books were so dear that I couldn’t afford them. **EXPENSIVE**
The books were ____________________________ to buy.

Mary knows a lot of people in France. **ACQUAINTANCES**
Mary ____________________________ in France.
Photography is not allowed in the museums. **PHOTOS**
You aren’t .............................................................. in the museum.

I told John to bring his problems to me. **COME**
I told John .............................................................. his problems.

I slowed down at the traffic lights. **SPEED**
I .............................................................. at the traffic lights.

She owns all this land now. **BELONGS**
All .............................................................. now.

Alexis has decided that he’ll go on Tuesday. **PLANNING**
Alexis .............................................................. go on Tuesday.

Our neighbour says he definitely won’t return the ball. **KEEPING**
Our neighbour says he definitely .............................................................. the ball.

Fashion doesn’t interest Eva. **INTERESTED**
Eva .............................................................. fashion.

Our plane’s departure time is 10.00 am. **TAKES**
Our plane .............................................................. 10.00 am.

If you run every day, your breathing improves quickly. **RUNNING**
Daily .............................................................. your breathing.

Which games is she good at? **PLAY**
Which games ..............................................................?

I have arranged a meeting with him at 5 pm. **SEEING**
I .............................................................. at 5 pm.

I’ll finish this job and then I’ll phone you back. **SOON**
I’ll phone you back .............................................................. finished this job.

It’d be a good idea for you to come with us next Sunday. **OUGH**
Next Sunday .............................................................. with us.
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the **KEY WORD** given. **Do not change the KEY WORD given.** You must use **between two and five words** including the key word.

Photography is not allowed in the museums. **PHOTOS**
You aren’t __________________________ in the museum.

I told John to bring his problems to me. **COME**
I told John __________________________ his problems.

I slowed down at the traffic lights. **SPEED**
I __________________________ at the traffic lights.

She owns all this land now. **BELONGS**
All __________________________ now.

Alexis has decided that he’ll go on Tuesday. **PLANNING**
Alexis __________________________ go on Tuesday.

Our neighbour says he definitely won’t return the ball. **KEEPING**
Our neighbour says he definitely __________________________ the ball.

Fashion doesn’t interest Eva. **INTERESTED**
Eva __________________________ fashion.

Our plane’s departure time is 10.00 am. **TAKES**
Our plane __________________________ 10.00 am.

If you run every day, your breathing improves quickly. **RUNNING**
Daily __________________________ your breathing.

Which games is she good at? **PLAY**
Which games __________________________?

I have arranged a meeting with him at 5 pm. **SEEING**
I __________________________ at 5 pm.

I’ll finish this job and then I’ll phone you back. **SOON**
I’ll phone you back __________________________ finished this job.

It’d be a good idea for you to come with us next Sunday. **OUGHT**
Next Sunday __________________________ with us.